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INDIVIDUAL : DIVERSE : INSPIRING

Unique independent shops,
great cafes, restaurants and
bars, stunning arts and cultural
venues and historic landmarks
– Derby’s Cathedral Quarter
has it all.
Voted ‘Best City Location’ at the 2016
Great British High Street awards, the
Cathedral Quarter is home to over 500
businesses and is synonymous with a
diverse range of premium brand
shopping and designer goods, with
many shops offering well-known brands
as well as items not available anywhere
else in the city.

Derby Cathedral Quarter has proudly
preserved its charm and character
over the centuries and mirror’s the
city’s rich tapestry of culture and
heritage.

With a reputation for first class customer service,
premium brands and quality produce, the Cathedral
Quarter is a fantastic retail destination which
provides visitors with a unique and memorable
shopping experience.

It is the historic heart of the city with much of
the architecture in the Cathedral Quarter dating
back to Tudor, Georgian and Victorian times. The
mainly pedestrianised streets allow you to
wander at your leisure and to soak up the unique
atmosphere of the area.

The area around historic Sadler Gate is a charming mix of
boutique shops, cafes and restaurants including national
retailers White Stuff, Dr Martens, and Joules. Connecting
Sadler Gate to The Strand is the 19th century Strand Arcade,
home to a diverse range of specialist shops, whilst The Strand
itself, is a wonderful crescent of Victorian buildings housing a
plethora of quality independent retailers.

Perhaps the crowning glory is the splendid
Derby Cathedral with its 16th Century 212ft
tower. Grade II listed St Werburgh’s Church is a
superb example of gothic survival architecture
whilst the Silk Mill Museum stands on the site of
the world’s first factory and is part of the
UNESCO World Heritage Site.

If it’s a spot of pampering you need,
you will find some of the best
independent and national names in hair,
health and beauty whilst afterwards the
myriad of cafes, bars and restaurants
provide the perfect opportunity to relax
and enjoy the wonderful surroundings.

You will also find the Cathedral Quarter an
excellent place to learn more about the
importance of the city in major historical events,
from the birth of the industrial revolution to the
demise of Bonnie Prince Charlie.

With a host of fantastic cultural venues,
as well as family friendly street
entertainment, there is always
something happening in the Cathedral
Quarter and, if your stay is for a
weekend or even longer, the Cathedral
Quarter has a great choice of hotels in
which to stay.

A QUALITY
SHOPPING
DESTINATION
SADLER GATE

In the shadow of Derby Cathedral, Iron Gate is home to a host
of quality independent retailers. Other streets well worth a
visit are the bustling Corn Market and the delightful Queen
Street, Cheapside and Wardwick.
The wonderful Victorian Market Hall, situated off the Market
Place is a fantastic mix of eclectic stalls, many of which have
been a firm favourite with generations of shoppers.
Meander through the historic streets and explore the
courtyards and arcades offering a range of specialist stores
and award winning independent retailers.
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Whilst here, look out for the Cathedral
Quarter Rangers, dressed in their
distinctive burgundy uniforms, here to
welcome you and guide you to
wherever you want to go in the area.
We look forward to seeing you soon!

YOUR GUIDE TO
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Derby Museum & Art Gallery, located on
the beautiful Strand, is home to a
fascinating and diverse range of
internationally important collections. The
Silk Mill Museum, situated on the banks of
the River Derwent, is currently
undergoing a transformation into the
Museum of Making which will display
fascinating items from Derby’s rich
industrial history. The Museum will
re-open in 2020.

You can get further information about the
Cathedral Quarter as well as up to date news and events
by visiting the Cathedral Quarter website

www.derbycathedralquarter.co.uk

@CQRangers
/cathedralquarterderby

Scan the QR
code to access
the Cathedral
Quarter website
and discover
the heart of
Derby at your
fingertips.

VIBRANT
NIGHTLIFE

The Cathedral Quarter has a fantastic array of award-winning cafes,
delis and restaurants with something to suit every palate and budget.
Whatever the time or day, with over sixty establishments ranging from small
independents to international chains, you really will be spoilt for choice.
The Cathedral Quarter has a vibrant café culture with both indoor and outdoor seating,
enabling you to catch up with friends and colleagues, soak up the relaxed atmosphere
and watch the world go by.
CARIBBEAN
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OLD BLACKSMITHS YARD

Restaurant cuisines range from Thai, Indian, Caribbean, Latin American, and a host of
European fares and from a quick bite to eat to seven course taster menus. The majority of
establishments can be found on or around four main streets in the area; Friar Gate, The
Wardwick, Sadler Gate and Iron Gate.

The highest density of venues can be found around the
Market Place, Friar Gate, Sadler Gate and Iron Gate whilst a
wander around the streets will lead you to some real hidden
gems.

Want something on the move? You will find a number of quality delicatessens, providing
everything from sandwiches and soup to home-cooked fare and gourmet delights.

Away from the pubs, bars and clubs you will find some
fantastic venues in which to enjoy a film, exhibition or show
whilst close proximity to the bus station, car parks and taxi
ranks ensure your journey home will be a pleasant
experience.

As well as fantastic venues, the Cathedral
Quarter is also home to a diverse range
of events and entertainment throughout
the year including the regular CQ
Saturdays events, Furthest from the Sea
Festival, Derby Festé and Derby Folk
Festival.
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As dusk settles, the Cathedral Quarter swaps its
relaxed and gentle pace for a vibrant evening
economy, providing the visitor with a diverse
range of options for a memorable night out.
The Cathedral Quarter has an eclectic mix of bars and
nightclubs with a venue to suit all tastes and moods. For ale
enthusiasts, there is a vast choice of venues, leading the
Lonely Planet to declare the city as the ‘real ale capital of the
world’. Specialist bars abound in the area with venues
specialising in wine, spirits, cocktails and champagne making
the decision on where to go a difficult choice.

AWARD WINNING

INDIVIDUAL : DIVERSE : INSPIRING

MARKET HALL
IRON GATE

Located on the Market Place, QUAD is a
modern cinema, gallery, café bar and
workshop venue. The nearby Guildhall
Theatre is currently undergoing
renovation and is due to re-open in
September 2019, when it will resume its
offering of intimate live theatre and
musical performances. Situated on
Chapel Street, Déda is a unique venue
offering a dance-focussed arts
programme of performances, classes and
development activity.

FURTHER INFORMATION

@DerbyCQ

THE STRAND ARCADE

CAFÉS,
DELIS &
RESTAURANTS

With a wealth of cultural and
entertainment venues in the
area, the Cathedral Quarter is
the heartbeat of the city with a
unique and vibrant atmosphere.

01332 419053

THE OLD BELL, SADLER GATE
SILK MILL MUSEUM AND DERBY CATHEDRAL

QUEEN STREET

DERBY CATHEDRALQUARTER
BUSINESS IMPROVEMENTDISTRICT

BONNIE PRINCE CHARLIE STATUE,
CATHEDRAL GREEN

SADLER GATE

DERBY FESTÉ
DERBY MUSEUM & ART GALLERY

DEFIBRILLATOR LOCATIONS

CQ LOYALTY
CARDS

CAR PARKING &
PUBLIC TRANSPORT

• Derby Cathedral, Iron Gate
• Victoria Street (outside Premier Store)
• The Council House, Corporation Street
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Located adjacent to the inner ring road and with easy access to
the main trunk roads and the M1, the Cathedral Quarter is easily
reached by car and public transport.
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6 RCP Friargate Station, DE1 1EZ

9 Sowter Road Car Park, DE1 3DQ
10 Full Street, DE1 3AF
11 NCP Laurie House, Colyear Street, DE1 1LA
12 NCP Becketwell Lane, DE1 1AA
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CATHEDRAL QUARTER HOTEL

DCC Bold Lane, DE1 3NT
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Derby Cathedral, St Michael’s Lane, DE1 3DQ
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GREAT PLACES
TO STAY

RCP St James Street, DE1 1RF
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DCC Assembly Rooms, DE1 3AF
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There is also an extensive
public transport network
covering the East
Midlands and beyond
with Derby’s modern bus
station only a short walk
away on Morledge, whilst
the railway station is only
a 15-20 minute stroll or a
short taxi ride away.
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For further information on bus and train timetables please visit
www.derbyconnected.com
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The 118 room Premier Inn located on Full Street is
the newest addition to the Cathedral Quarter,
with rooms offering riverside views and a bar and
café lounge.
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You will find excellent
parking facilities in the
area including three
multi-storeys and onstreet parking. There are
two park and ride sites
within a few miles of the
city centre at Pride Park
and Meteor Centre, with
buses every 10–15
minutes.

For keen cyclists the Cathedral Quarter is also served by a number of cycle routes
and cycles can be securely stored at Park Bikeworks on Full Street. The Derby
e-bikes scheme also allows users to enjoy a more leisurely ride to explore the
Cathedral Quarter area and beyond.
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The Grade II listed boutique Cathedral Quarter
Hotel is located on St Mary’s Gate and offers 38
individually designed rooms together with the
‘Opulence’ restaurant and ‘Bar 16’ cocktail bar.
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The Cathedral Quarter offers the highest
quality of hotel accommodation and
conferencing facilities with three major
hotels offering over 350 rooms located
right at the heart of everything in the
city centre.
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www.derbycathedralquarter.co.uk/loyalty-offers/
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Sign up now to start reaping the
rewards of your loyalty to the
Cathedral Quarter!
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Scan the
QR code to
view all the
latest offers
available.
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The loyalty cards cost £5 and are valid until the end
of the current BID term in March 2023.

Loyalty card holders can also sign
up to receive a weekly bulletin via
email with information about all
the latest offers and events from
Cathedral Quarter businesses.
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You can join the BID loyalty scheme giving card
holders access to exclusive promotions and discounts
at participating businesses in the area.

People working in the Cathedral
Quarter can apply for the CQ I
Work card FREE of charge –
helping businesses to support each
other.
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Derby Cathedral Quarter is a Business
Improvement District (BID) where all the
businesses work together to improve and
promote this very special area.
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Just beyond Derby Cathedral, Jury’s Inn is the
largest hotel in the city centre, providing 213
rooms as well as an onsite gym, restaurant, bar
and lounge.

Walking
directions
to the train
station

All hotels offer free wi-fi with car parking close
by in secure multi-storey car parks.
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From Morledge,
travel under the
multi-storey car
park, cross the ring
road onto Siddalls
Road and turn right
where this meets
Railway Terrace.
The train station is
300 metres on your
left.
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